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A B S T R A C T 

Intense solar eruptions occasionally trigger extreme geomagnetic storms, expand the boundaries of the auroral oval, and 

f acilitate equatorw ard extensions of the auroral visibility. It is important to analyse such events, to better understand the 
extremity of space weather and its impact on the technological infrastructure of the modern ci vilization. Ho we ver, unlike 
other extreme geomagnetic storms, little is known about the auroral activity associated with the extreme geomagnetic storm 

on 15/16 July 1959, the second largest geomagnetic storm in the space age. This study acquired and analysed two Chinese 
accounts and one Russian account of auroral visibility at low ( ≤40 

◦) magnetic latitudes (MLATs). These records allowed us to 

conserv ati vely reconstruct the equatorward boundaries of the auroral visibility and the auroral oval at 27.4 

◦ MLAT and 35.4 

◦

inv ariant latitude, respecti v ely. Our analysis chronologically conte xtualized these auroral records slightly before the peak of the 
extreme geomagnetic storm. Moreover, their coloration indicates the excitations of, at least, nitrogen at 427.8 nm and oxygen 

at 557.7 nm at these low MLATs. Our results allow us to contextualize this extreme geomagnetic storm within other extreme 
events, based on the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, thereby facilitating the improvement in existing empirical 
models for correlations of the auroral extension and the storm intensity. 

Key words: Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: magnetic field – (Sun:) solar–terrestrial relations – planets and satellites: 
aurorae. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ithin the last four centuries, the late-1950s arguably witnessed the
reatest enhancement of solar magnetic activity, as e x emplified by
he record values of sunspot number and group number around the

aximum of Solar Cycle 19 (Clette & Lef ̀evre 2016 ; Svalgaard
 Schatten 2016 ; Chatzistergos et al. 2017 ; Clette et al. 2023 ).
umerous solar eruptions and their impacts on Earth, both in terms
f geomagnetic storms and solar energetic particles, have also been
eported during Solar Cycle 19 (Lanzerotti 2017 ; Riley et al. 2018 ;
soskin et al. 2020 ; Mursula et al. 2022 ). In particular, Solar Cycle
9 outnumbered other solar cycles in terms of the occurrences of
eomagnetic storms (Mursula et al. 2022 ). This cycle hosted three of
he five greatest geomagnetic storms [most ne gativ e Dst (disturbance
torm time) ≤ −400 nT] and 14 of the 39 extreme geomagnetic
torms (most ne gativ e Dst ≤ −250 nT) since the International
eophysical Year (1957–1958), the beginning of the space age and
 Email: hisashi@nagoya-u.jp 

o  

o  
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Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by/ 4.0/ ), whi
he Dst index (WDC Kyoto et al. 2015 ; Riley et al. 2018 ; Meng et
l. 2019 ). 

It is important to analyse such extreme geomagnetic storms, be-
ause they can considerably impact the technological infrastructure
f the modern civilization, such as power grids, communication
ystems, and satellite operations (Lanzerotti, 2017 ; Baker et al.
018 ; Riley et al. 2018 ; Oliveira et al. 2020 ; Hapgood et al. 2021 ).
 ortunately, e xtreme geomagnetic storms occur only infrequently;
o we ver, their infrequent occurrences make their analysis challeng-
ng. Furthermore, our accelerating dependency on technological
nfrastructure has in turn increased our vulnerability to such extreme
eomagnetic storms. Therefore, it is important to develop case studies
or unique extreme geomagnetic storms, as they allow us to better
nderstand the extremity of space weather and its potential terrestrial
mpacts, in combination with sophisticated models (Oliveira et al.
020 ; Hapgood et al. 2021 ). 
To this end, it is also important to understand how much the auroral

 val e xpands under e xtreme space-weather ev ents, as the e xpansion
f the auroral electrojet triggers notable geomagnetically induced
urrents. Extensions of the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval
© 2023 The Author(s). 
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ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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orrelate well with the intensities of the related geomagnetic storm 

Yok o yama, Kamide, Miyaoka 1998 ; Blake et al. 2021 ; Cliver et al.
022 ). This allows us to compare modern geomagnetic storms with 
istorical geomagnetic storms before the onset of the space age, as
urorae have been reported for millennia (Chapman 1957 ; Tsurutani 
t al. 2003 ; Hayakawa et al. 2019b ; Knipp et al. 2021 ; Cliver et al.
022 ). 
Ho we ver, it is sometimes tricky to reconstruct great auroral 

isplays in the space age, owing to increasing urbanizations and 
esultant light pollutions. These dev elopments hav e made it difficult 
o compare the auroral activity upon the space-age storms with those 
n the nineteenth century, as e x emplified with the well-documented 
ases in August and September 1859 (Kimball 1960 ; Green & 

oardsen 2006 ; Hayakawa et al. 2019a , 2020 ), October 1870
Vaquero et al. 2008 ), February 1872 (Silverman 2008 ; Hayakawa 
t al. 2018 ), and No v ember 1882 (Lo v e 2018 ), as re vie wed in
everal modern studies (Silverman 2006 ; Cliver et al. 2022 ; Usoskin
t al. 2023 ). 

So far, the scientific community has discussed the significant 
quatorward extensions of the auroral visibility and the auroral oval 
or the five greatest geomagnetic storms, except for the extreme 
eomagnetic storm on 15/16 July 1959 (most ne gativ e Dst = −429
T) – the second greatest geomagnetic storm within the Dst index 
Vallance Jones 1992 ; Silverman 2006 ; Boteler 2019 ; Knipp et al.
021 ; Cliv er et al. 2022 ; Hayaka w a et al. 2023 ). In f act, the scientific
ommunity knows the equatorward expansions of the auroral oval 
or large magnetic storms, but little about auroral activity associated 
ith this extreme geomagnetic storm. Therefore, this study aimed 

o fill this gap by analysing contemporaneous auroral reports in low 

 ≤40 ◦) magnetic latitudes (MLATs) for the extreme geomagnetic 
torm on 15/16 July 1959. We have especially focused our surv e y
n the Chinese territory because a Chinese catalogue listed auroral 
isibility in H ̄eil ́ongji ̄ang Province on this date (L ̌ı & C ́eng 1983 ).
hese auroral reports were analysed to reconstruct the spatial and 

emporal evolutions of the auroral visibility and the auroral oval 
uring the extreme geomagnetic storm on 15/16 July 1959. Further, 
his study compared our reconstruction of the auroral activity with 
ontemporaneous geomagnetic measurements to contextualize it 
gainst that of the greatest geomagnetic storms. 

 OBSERVATIONS  

wo auroral reports were acquired from Chinese meteorological 
bservatories. These reports were originally published in a Chinese 
agazine ( Ti ̄anq ̀ı Yu ̀ek ̄an : � ���) as C ́eng ( 1960 ) and F ́eng

 1960 ). They were later translated into English under contract by
he United States Joint Publication Research Service (Tseng & Feng 
960 ). Another auroral account of this storm was acquired from
rof. Murzaev’s travel account (Murzaev 1962 ). His auroral report 

s translated in the Appendix. Murzaev was known as a prominent 
oviet/Russian physical geographer and toponymist (NB: a person 
ho studies proper names of geographical features including their 
rigins, meanings, usage, and types). At the time of this geomagnetic 
torm, he was on an expedition to Dzungaria, which lasted from 1956
o 1959. Murzaev’s report is especially significant as an outdoor 
eport during his expedition, in contrast with the other reports. 

 SPATIAL  EXTENT  O F  AU RO R A L  VISIBILITY  

N D  T H E  AU RO R A L  OVA L  

he two Chinese auroral records describe the auroral visibility at 
 ̄ıch ̄un ( �� ; N 47 ◦30 ′ , E 129 ◦20 ′ ) in H ̄eil ́ongji ̄ang Province (C ́eng
960 ) and Sh ̄and ̄an ( �� ; N 38 ◦47 ′ , E 101 ◦05 ′ ) in G ̄ans ̀u Province
F ́eng 1960 ). The IGRF (international geomagnetic reference field) 
2 model locates the north geomagnetic pole at N 78 ◦30 ′ , W 069 ◦24 ′ 

n 1959 (Th ́ebault et al. 2015 ). This allows us to compute the position
f geomagnetic equator and MLAT – the angular distance of the 
i ven observ ational site from the geomagnetic equator (see e.g. fig.
 of Laundal & Richmond 2017 ). On this basis, we computed their
ontemporaneous MLATs as 36.5 ◦ and 27.4 ◦, respectively. 

Murzaev’s auroral report (see the Appendix) was included in 
is travel accounts, which were written for the public (Murzaev, 
962 ). These accounts described travel routes taken as part of the
 ̄ınji ̄ang Complex Expedition of the Academy of Sciences of the
eople’s Republic of China, organized in close collaboration with 

he Soviet Academy of Sciences. Although Murzaev mentioned that 
is travel accounts were based on daily expedition journals, the 
ocations of his observations could only be approximately identified. 
ccording to Murzaev ( 1962 , p. 51), the expedition team was

on the shores of the fast-flowing Urungu River,’ ‘at a latitude
f 46 ◦ – the latitude of Astrakhan and the Crimea’ at the night
f the storm. His note provides an additional clue, stating: ‘the
oonlight flooded the sleeping desert with cold silver’ after the 

uroral visibility ended. From these descriptions, Murzaev’s team 

itnessed the auroral display somewhere in the desert on the shore
f Urungu River at ≈ N 46 ◦ in latitude. Using an expedition map, we
dentified two desert regions along Urungu River on the expedition 
oute (see the lower part of Fig. 1 ). We tentatively placed his
bservational site at the bend on Urungu River between these two
esert areas (N 46 ◦21 ′ , E 088 ◦47 ′ ), accommodating a geographical
ncertainty of ≈ ±10–15 km. On this basis, we computed the MLAT
s ≈35.5 ◦. 

Fig. 2 summarizes geographical distributions of the three auroral 
eports. These records confirm auroral visibility down to 27.4 ◦ MLAT 

Sh ̄and ̄an). This result requires us to add this storm to the timeline
f the extreme geomagnetic storms that extended auroral visibility 
own to < 30 ◦ MLAT, updating fig. 1 of Knipp et al. ( 2021 ) and fig.
1 of Usoskin et al. ( 2023 ), as shown in Fig. 3 . 
Our source records also describe the spatial extent of the auroral

isplays at each observational site. At Y ̄ıch ̄un (36.5 ◦ MLAT) on 16
uly, ‘the polar aurorae had reached its zenith in the sky’ (C ́eng
960 ; Tseng & Feng 1960 , p. 2) by 01:45–02:05 B ̌eij ̄ıng time (BT),
hich is 17:45–18:05 universal time ( UT ) on 15 July. Moreo v er,

At 0153 h [BT on 16 July, corresponding to 17:53 UT on 15 July]
uddenly there appeared six columns of white light in the zenith
hose colour gave the impression of sunlight piercing through the 

louds’ (C ́eng 1960 ; Tseng & Feng 1960 , p. 2). At Sh ̄and ̄an (27.4 ◦

LAT), ‘at 0230 h [BT on 16 July, corresponding to 18:30 UT

n 15 July], the dark red coloured luminescent slightly increased 
n intensity with a corresponding enlargement of the illuminated 
rea. At that time, its ele v ation [ ���] was ≈ 30 ◦’ (F ́eng 1960 ;
ranslation modified from Tseng & Feng ( 1960 , p. 3)). On the shore of
rungu River (35.5 ◦ MLAT), ‘the flashes covered three-quarters of 

he sky’ (Murzaev 1962 , p. 51). This indicates that the auroral display
 xtended be yond the local zenith by ≈45 ◦ along the shore of Urungu 
iver. 
Auroral visibility at any place does not immediately locate the 

aid site directly under the auroral ov al. Ho we ver, we can reconstruct
he equatorward boundary of the auroral oval itself, when we have
eographic coordinates of the visual auroral reports with ele v ation
ngles from these sites. The equatorward boundary of the auroral oval 
s frequently described as invariant latitude (ILAT), the footprint of 
he magnetic field line along which auroral electrons precipitated 
see O’Brien et al. ( 1962 )]. 
MNRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 
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Figure 1: X ̄ınji ̄ang Complex Expedition routes (thick lines) in Dzungaria. Areas shaded with horizontal lines are lakes, the largest one being Ulungur Lake. 
Dotted areas mark deserts. Thin lines show rivers. Urungu River starts on the slopes of the Mongolian Altai Mountain range (on the right side of the image), 
makes a sharp right turn near the lower right corner of the map, continues along the expedition route (thick line), and enters the lower lake. All notations are in 
Russian. Reproduced from Murzaev ( 1973 , p. 308). 

Figure 2: Geographical distributions of reported auroral visibility on 15/16 
July 1959. The curves indicate the contours of the contemporaneous MLATs 
based on the IGRF-12 model. 
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The contemporaneous reports collected in this study allowed us
o reconstruct the invariant latitudes (ILATs) of the equatorward
oundary of the auroral oval in the extreme geomagnetic storm
NRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 
n 15/16 July 1959. We assumed the upper height of the visual
urora to be ≈400 km, following Roach et al. ( 1960 ) and Ebi-
ara et al. ( 2017 ). On this basis, we computed the equatorward
oundaries of the auroral emission region as 38.7 ◦ (Y ̄ıch ̄un),
5.4 ◦ (Sh ̄and ̄an), and 34.8 ◦ (Urungu) in ILATs. These estimates
ere broadly consistent with each other, cross-validating their

eliability. 
The Y ̄ıch ̄un report mentions not only a reddish auroral display

ut also pinkish light in the lower part, greenish light columns near
he zenith, and light bands in the orange–yellow range. They are
onsistent with excitations of the nitrogen molecule ion at 427.8 nm
N 2 

+ ), the nitrogen molecule at 670 nm (N 2 ), and oxygen at 557.7 nm
O I ]. The orange–yellow colour is attributed to the mixture of the
reenish colour of oxygen at 557.7 nm [O I ] and the reddish colour
f oxygen at 630.0 nm [O I ]. The Sh ̄and ̄an report mentions that the
ocal auroral display was predominantly in a reddish colour, with an
ccasional curtain structure and ‘streaks of sharp red light’. These
eports confirm that the reported phenomena are not stable auroral
ed (SAR) arcs (see Kozyra et al. 1997 ) but are auroral emissions with
on-reddish colours and structures. In contrast, the Urungu report did
ot specify non-reddish colouration or explicit structures. As such,
t remains unclear whether this report describes SAR arcs or auroral
missions. Therefore, it is likely more conserv ati ve to estimate the
quatorward boundaries of the auroral oval and SAR arcs at 35.4 ◦

LAT and 34.8 ◦ ILAT, respectively. 

 T E M P O R A L  E VO L U T I O N  O F  AU RO R A L  

C TI VI TY  A N D  G E O M AG N E T I C  

I S T U R BA N C E S  

ig. 4 shows the temporal evolution of reported auroral activity
uring geomagnetic disturbances in the Dst index (WDC Kyoto
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Figure 3: A revised timeline for the extreme geomagnetic storms that extended the auroral visibility beyond < 30 ◦ MLAT equatorward, as modified from fig. 1 
of Knipp et al. ( 2021 ) and fig. 41 of Usoskin et al. ( 2023 ). The July 1959 storm is emphasized with a reddish font. 

Figure 4: Duration of auroral visibility at Y ̄ıch ̄un (36.5 ◦ MLAT) and 
Sh ̄and ̄an (27.4 ◦ MLAT), in relation to the geomagnetic disturbances in the 
Dst index (WDC Kyoto et al., 2015 ). 
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t al. 2015 ). The Chinese reports locate the local auroral visibility
t Y ̄ıch ̄un and Sh ̄and ̄an as 21:58 on 15 July to 02:31 on 16 July
nd 02:20–02:55 on 16 July (BT), respectively. As both of these 
imestamps are indicated in BT ( UT + 8 h), we have converted
hem to the UT as follows: 13:58–18:31 (Y ̄ıch ̄un) and 18:20–18:55
Sh ̄and ̄an) on 15 July. Fig. 4 places these auroral activities in the
ain phase of the storm, immediately before the storm peak at 19 UT

n 15 July (most ne gativ e Dst = −429 nT). 
The Y ̄ıch ̄un report explicitly clarifies the affection of the local

awn, stating: ‘At 0215 h [BT on 16 July, corresponding to 18:15
T on 15 July] dawn appeared in the east with the auroral light
iminishing in intensity although the entire sky was still wrapped 
n pale pink. At 0231 h [BT on 16 July, corresponding to 18:31 UT

n 15 July], the east was completely lighted, and the polar aurorae
uzzily disappeared’ (C ́eng 1960 ; Tseng & Feng 1960 , p. 2). This is
oughly consistent with our calculations for local twilight evolution, 
ith nautical twilight at 18:10 UT and civil twilight at 19:02 UT . In

his regard, as speculated by C ́eng ( 1960 ) and Tseng & Feng ( 1960 ,
. 2), the local auroral activity should have continued even longer
ithout sufficiently brightness in the dawn sky. 
In Urungu, Murzaev’s expedition team reported auroral visibility 

rom 21 to 22 o’clock (Murzaev 1962 , p. 51). The time zone that
urzaev used is not clear from the descriptions. Still, Murzaev hints

t the presence of the Moon, stating, ‘The moonlight flooded the
leeping desert with cold silver’ (Murzaev 1962 , p. 51). The local
oonset was computed as 18:51 UT on 15 July, which is 21:51 on 15

uly in Moscow Standard Time ( UT + 3), 00:05 on 16 July in the local
ean time, 00:10 on 16 July in X ̄ınji ̄ang Time ( UT + 6), and 02:10 on

6 July in BT ( UT + 8). The presence of the moon satisfies any of these
hoices, except for the UT hypothesis. The auroral peak time best fits
he ne gativ e peak of the Dst index when we choose Moscow Standard
ime ( UT + 3) and convert the visibility duration to 18–19 UT ;
o we ver, this calculation requires further independent verification. 
his uncertainty does not allow us to include this visibility duration
t Urungu in Fig. 3 . 

Besides, auroral displays were reported in Russian stations such 
s Sv erdlo vsk (56 ◦50 ′ N 60 ◦36 ′ E) starting local midnight [see news-
MNRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 
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Figure 5: The disturbances of the H-component of the local geomagnetic 
field at Vladivostok (VLA, 34.8 ◦ MLAT), Yuzhno Sakhalinsk (YSS, 39.0 ◦
MLAT), Yakutsk (YAK, 53.0 ◦ MLAT), and Tixie Bay (TIX, 62.5 ◦ MLAT) 
on 15/16 July 1959. 
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Figure 6: Schematics for possible ionospheric Hall current known as the 
DP2 equi v alent current. The arro ws indicate the direction of the Hall current. 
The red and blue circles indicate the positions of TIX and YAK, respectively, 
at 10, 14, 16, and 19 UT on 15 July 1959. The dark red arc indicates the 
equatorward boundary of the auroral oval. 
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aper clippings reproduced on Andreev ( 2019 , p. 284)], Kirsanov 1 

52 ◦39 ′ N 42 ◦44 ′ E) during 22:10–00:20 in local time (journal entry
f local meteorological station). Their visibility indicates significant
uroral brightness, as these stations were under mid-summer with
right nights. Our calculation shows that the nautical twilight ended
t 22:25 LT on 15 July and restarted at 02:06 LT on 16 July and the
stronomical twilight lasted in between at Kirsanov. Therefore, the
uroral display was bright enough to be seen under nautical twilight
oo. 

Fig. 5 shows the disturbances of the H -component of the local
eomagnetic field ( � H ) at Vladivostok (VLA, 34.8 ◦ MLAT), Yuzhno
akhalinsk (YSS, 39.0 ◦ MLAT), Yakutsk (YAK, 53.0 ◦ MLAT), and
ixie Bay (TIX, 62.5 ◦ MLAT). This figure contrasts the disturbances
t VLA and YSS against those at YAK and TIX. At VLA and YSS,
he � H variations are similar to that of the Dst index and that at
akioka. This implies that the storm-time ring current is probably

he most dominant cause of the geomagnetic disturbances at these
ites. At YAK and TIX, the variations are quite different from that of
he Dst index and those at VLA and YSS. Therefore, the ionospheric
urrents (probably DP2 current) most likely flowed at these sites.
ig. 6 is a schematic showing the possible ionospheric Hall current,
nown as the DP2 current. The DP2 current consist of two cells.
ne flows in the counterclockwise direction on the duskside, and the
ther flows in the clockwise direction on the dawnside. From ≈ 08
o ≈ 14 UT on 15 July, � H is positive at YAK (MLT = UT + 8
) and TIX (MLT = UT + 8 h), suggesting that they were located
nder the equatorward part of the duskside cell where the ionospheric
all current flows in the eastward direction. Around ≈ 14 UT , � H

urned ne gativ e (southward) at YAK, whereas it remained positive
northward) at TIX. Around ≈ 16 ut, � H remained southward at
AK, whereas it turned ne gativ e (southward). After that, � H was
outhward at YAK and TIX by ≈ 00 UT on 16 July. The ne gativ e
urning of � H took place earlier at YAK than at TIX. To explain this,
ne solution is that the dawnside cell extends toward the duskside as
hown in Fig. 6 . This situation might happen when the Y -component
NRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 

 http:// kirsanov-web.ru/ gorod-kirsanov/ kirsanovskaya-gidrometeostanciya- 
udni-istoriya.html?Itemid=0 , accessed on 2023 September 25, in Russian. 

a  

e  

r  

t

f the interplanetary magnetic field is strongly positiv e (F oerster &
aaland, 2014 ). Equatorward expansion of the DP2 current should
ave affected the geomagnetic v ariations. Ho we ver, the limited
umber of the magnetic observatories does not allow us to evaluate its
ffect on � H . 

The aurora was witnessed at 13:58–18:31 UT (Y ̄ıch ̄un) and 18:20–
8:55 UT (Sh ̄and ̄an). According to our estimate, the equatorward
oundary of the auroral oval was located at ≈ 35.4 ◦ ILAT. During
his interval, Y ̄ıch ̄un and Sh ̄and ̄an were most likely located in the
quatorward part of the dawnside cell. In this region, the Hall current
ows westward, meaning that eastward plasma convection occurs.
t is plausible that the electrons trapped in the magnetosphere drift
astw ard and inw ard due to the enhanced convection. In the course
f the drift motion, the electrons are scattered by, most lik ely, w ave-
article interaction so as to precipitate into the upper atmosphere.
he presence of the greenish light columns seen at Y ̄ıch ̄un may
uggest that some electrons were accelerated downwardly in the
irection parallel to the magnetic field. The acceleration mechanism
hat could take place at low latitude is uncertain. This is an important
opic to be investigated in the future. 

 T H E  S O U R C E  ERUPTION(S)  

he storm took place in the early decay phase of Solar Cycle
9. The Sun was still significantly spotted and eruptive enough to
ause several disturbances. Fig. 7 shows solar-surface drawings in
endelstein Observatory in mid-July 1959. These drawings show a

arge filament situated in the northern solar hemisphere below large
ctiv e re gions (especially MWO 14 284, N15 E20) close to the
entral meridian (N5-N12 E15-E32) on 13 July. This active region
as eruptive enough to produce 76 flares, as shown in fig. 1 of
lonim ( 1968 ). Smaller filaments are located to south-west at (N8-
14 E13-E17) and north-east (N18-N23 E23-E26) of MWO 14 284

ctiv e re gion. Howev er, these filaments all disappeared on 14 July,
xcept for a small fraction of a large filament to the south of the
egion. These filaments seem to have erupted somewhere between
he timestamps of the reports on 13 and14 July (Fig. 7 ). 

http://kirsanov-web.ru/gorod-kirsanov/kirsanovskaya-gidrometeostanciya-budni-istoriya.html?Itemid=0
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Figure 7: Whole-disc drawings for solar surface and solar filaments, as recorded in © Wendelstein Observatory on 13 and 14 July 1959. 
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The drawing on 14 July lists a flare of importance 3 + (in H α)
ith maximum at 05:27 UT at N15 E01. Below this flare report, this
rawing accommodates a German annotation of ‘ m.ausfst.Fil. ’ that is
nterpreted as ‘ mehr er e Aufstieg Filaments (several rising filaments)’.
his flare was also captured in Tashkent Observatory. Slonim ( 1960 )
hows a flare profile in H α between about 03:43 UT and 04:30 UT

n 14 July 1959 in her Figs 2 and 3 2 and summary table. These
are reports are probably capturing a snapshot of a gigantic and 

ong-lasting solar flare in 03:25–11:21 UT , as observed in numerous 
bservatories such as Nizamiah and Wendelstein (Olivieri & Lullien 
962 , p. 153). This flare allowed Japanese solar radio observatories 
o capture solar radio bursts with their peaks at ≈ 03:35 UT (fig. 3
f Kodama 1962 ). Likewise, this solar eruption caused ionospheric 
isturbances at Tashkent (Slonim 1960 , p. 330). This flare first caused
 Dellinger effect (Sudden Ionospheric Disturbance; Weik 2000 ) and 
isrupted local connections at 03:40–04:50 UT in the 11–100 m band. 
nother ionospheric disturbance took place at 15:00–17:30 UT ‘with 

omplete suspension of contact at short and intermediate wavelengths 
1271.2 m)’ (Slonim 1960 , p. 330). This chronologically coincides 
ith the main phase of the resultant geomagnetic storm (Figs 3 

nd 4 ), indicating local development of an ionospheric storm (see 
lso fig. 4e of Stanislawska et al. 2018 ). 

So far, Kakioka magnetogram captured 3 SSCs (sudden storm 

ommencements) and 2 SIs (sudden impulses) in mid-July 1959, 
ndicating multiple arri v als of po werful interplanetary shocks around 
ere. Among them, the source ICME for this storm arrived at ≈ 08:02
T on 15 July, increasing the H component by 46 nT at Kakioka
bservatory. Assuming the flare onset at 03:35 on 14 July and the

CME arri v al at 08:02 on 15 July, we compute the transit time and
he av erage v elocity of this ICME as ≈ 28.45 h and ≈ 1460 km s −1 ,
espectively. This is notably a fast ICME, albeit not among the fastest
ategory (e.g. table III of Cliver and Svalgaard 2004 ), which slightly
odify the estimate in table 3 of Gopalswamy et al. ( 2005 ). Most

robably, the preceding ICMEs cleaned up the interplanetary space 
nd made this ICME less decelerated, as occurred in several extreme 
torms where multiple ICMEs cleared the interplanetary space for 
he subsequent ICMEs and made them even more geoef fecti ve (e.g.
 Slonim’s fig. 2 caption swaps the flare profiles of July 10 and July 14. 
o we ver, her o wn table and fig. 3 confirms this swap as a mistake, in 

ccordance with the Tashkent time profiles in the QBSA (Olivieri & Lullien 
962 , p. 153). 

t  

n  

t  

3
(  

M  
hiota & Kataoka 2016 ; Liu et al. 2019 ). This combination probably
llows this specific ICME to be geoeffective enough to trigger the
econd greatest geomagnetic storm (most ne gativ e Dst = −429 nT)
ince the International Geophysical Year (IGY) that lasted from July 
957 to December 1958. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

n this study, we collected and analysed reports of low/mid-latitude 
uroral displays associated with the extreme geomagnetic storm 

n 15/16 July 1959. In the Dst index, this storm is known as the
econd strongest geomagnetic storm (most ne gativ e Dst = −429 nT)
ince the International Geophysical Year (1957–1958). Interestingly, 
he scientific community knows little about the auroral activity that 
ccurred during this extreme geomagnetic storm, unlike those in the 
ther four extreme geomagnetic storms that exceeded the threshold 
f most ne gativ e Dst = −400 nT (those in July 1957, February 1958,
arch 1989, and No v ember 2003) (Vallance Jones 1992 ; Silverman

006 ; Knipp et al. 2021 ; Hayakawa et al. 2023 ). 
Ho we ver, we located three sufficiently detailed mid-latitude au- 

oral reports for this extreme geomagnetic storm. These records 
ndicate the equatorward extension of auroral visibility to 27.4 ◦

LAT (Sh ̄and ̄an), as shown in Fig. 2 . The altitude profiles of these
eports allowed us to conserv ati vely reconstruct the equatorward 
oundaries of the auroral oval and SAR arcs down to 35.4 ◦ ILAT and
4.8 ◦ ILAT, respectively. 
Our reconstructions place the auroral activity during this extreme 

eomagnetic storm (the second greatest geomagnetic storm since 
he IGY) among the most intense since the IGY (1957–1958). This
econstructed extension of auroral visibility justifies the inclusion of 
his extreme storm within the timeline of the great space-weather 
torms that extended auroral visibility equatorward beyond 30 ◦

LAT, as shown in Fig. 3 [c.f. fig. 1 of Knipp et al. ( 2021 ) and
g. 41 of Usoskin et al. ( 2023 )]. The reconstructed extension of the
uroral oval allows us to contextualize this auroral activity upon the
econd greatest geomagnetic storm (most ne gativ e Dst = −429 nT)
ince the IGY among the greatest storms in the space age. So far,
he extreme storms in September 1957 (most negative Dst = −427
T) and February 1958 (most ne gativ e Dst = −426 nT) extended
he equatorward boundary of the auroral oval to 38.3 ◦ ILAT and
3.3 ◦ ILAT, respectively, according to the visual auroral accounts 
table 1 of Hayakawa et al. 2023 ). During the extreme storm in

arch 1989, the greatest geomagnetic storm in the space age (most
MNRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 
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e gativ e Dst = −589 nT), the auroral electron precipitations took
lace down to 40.1 ◦ MLAT, according to the satellite observations
Rich F., Denig W., 1992, Can. J. Phys., 70, 510). 

These results also allow us to further constrain the empirical
orrelations between the equatorward boundaries of the auroral
val and the magnitude of the contemporaneous geomagnetic storm
Yok o yama et al. 1998 ; Blake et al. 2021 ). Based on our recon-
truction (35.4 ◦ ILAT), Yok o yama et al. ( 1998 ) would estimate
he storm magnitude as most ne gativ e Dst ≈ −633 nT (their fig.
) or most ne gativ e Dst ≈ −937 nT (their figs 2 and 4). Thus,
hese models o v erestimated the intensity of extreme geomagnetic
torms. In contrast, according to the most ne gativ e Dst value ( −429
T) of this storm, Blake et al. ( 2021 ) would estimate the maximal
uroral extent for this storm as min 48.9 ◦ ILAT (Method 1 of their
aper) or 50.4 ◦ ILAT (Method 2 of their paper). Thus, these models
otably underestimated the equatorward extension of the auroral
v al, as sho wn in this study. These discrepancies are likely caused by
nsuf ficient data av ailability for extreme geomagnetic storms (most
e gativ e Dst < −250 nT). 
Our reconstruction of the auroral activity is also consistent with

he spatial extent of the ionospheric disturbance during this storm
fig. 4e of Stanislawska et al. ( 2018 )). This was also the case for the
uroral activity in September 1957, February 1958, and No v ember
003, which extended auroral visibility to Japan and Greece (Knipp
t al. 2021 ; Hayakawa et al. 2023 ). It would be of considerable
nterest to conduct further comparative analyses of auroral activity
nd ionospheric disturbances. Furthermore, ionospheric disturbance
ata indicate the needs to further investigate auroral records in West
sia, especially for auroral activity associated with the extreme
eomagnetic storm on 15/16 July 1959. 
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PPENDIX: THE ORIGINAL TEXT AND OUR 

RANSLATION OF MURZAEV’S AURORAL REPORT 

riginal Text (in Russian) : 15 июля 1959 года вечер застал нас
а берегу быстрой Урунгу. В 9 часов тёмное небо начало
ак- то странно светлеть. Через несколько минут красно- 
алиновые сполохи окрасили северную и северо- западную
асти горизонта. Они на глазах стали подниматься, и скоро
ебосвод засветился яркими цветными красками. То было
еверное сияние в Центральной Азии, на широте 46 ◦—
ироте Астрахани и Крыма. К 10 часам вечера сполохи
хватили три четверти неба, а затем стали убывать. Краски
ухли, ночь стала серой. Луна залила холодным серебром
снувшую пустыню. 
Our Translation: On 15 July 1959, the evening found us on the

hore of the fast-flowing Urungu River. At 9 pm, the dark sky began
o brighten, somewhat strangely. A few minutes later, red-crimson 
ashes painted the northern and north-western parts of the horizon. 
he y be gan to rise before our eyes, and soon the sky lit up in bright
olours. It was the Northern Lights in Central Asia, at a latitude of
6 ◦, the latitude of Astrakhan and Crimea. By 10 pm, the flashes
o v ered three-quarters of the sky and then began to subside. The
olours faded and the night became grey. The moonlight flooded the
leeping desert with cold silver. 
MNRAS 527, 7298–7305 (2024) 
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